
 

 

 

 

 

 

I. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the others. 

1. A. decoration B. ceremony   C. celebrate   D. festival    

2. A. the  B. change  C. butcher  D. shopper 

II. Choose the word whose main stress is different from the others. 

3. A. surprise  B. wallet  C. headphones  D. heavy 

4. A. geography B. experiment  C. chemistry  D. advantage 

5. A. passenger B. multiple  C. battery  D. precaution 

III. Choose A, B, C or D to complete the sentences. 

6. I think travelling by train is very __________. There’s a small bed for me to sleep. 

A. slow  B. cheap  C. comfortable D. noisy 

7. A: __________ is an air ticket different from a bus ticket? - B: It is more expensive. 

A. What  B. Why  C. How  D. Which  

8. I hope there __________ a bullet train in Hanoi next year. 

A. will   B. won’t  C. won’t be  D. will be 

9. The cost of parking is high in this building. __________, it is cheaper in the shopping centre. 

A. However  B. Finally  C. First  D. Similarly 

10. On ___________, children often make ghost costumes and dress up like ghosts.  

A. Lim Festival  B. Rio Carnival      C. Halloween   D. Lunar New Year  

11. There is an interesting Autumn _________ celebration in the city today. You can have fun and watch 

dance performances there.    

A. ceremony   B. festival     C. parade     D. performance  

12. These comics were really cheap – I got them from the __________. 

A. greengrocer’s B. newsagent’s  C. bakery  D. butcher's 

13. __________ you are rich, I doubt you are happy. 

A. Despite  B. Although  C. In spite of   D. But 

14. We __________ study information technology at school. It is a compulsory subject. 

A. should  B. must  C. shouldn’t  D. mustn’t  

15. I don’t really enjoy __________ lessons. I’m not very good at solving equations. 

A. maths  B. geography  C. history  D. literature 

IV. Put the words in brackets in the correct form. 

16. Susan likes using public transport because she doesn’t need to find a _________ place. (PARK) 
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17. Locals celebrate the festival every 14th day of the Lunar month to send __________ to their ancestors. 

(OFFER) 

18. In spite of many escalators, _________ still have difficulties in moving their trolleys up and down. 

(SHOP) 

19. Information technology now becomes a __________ subject in every school at this level. (COMPEL) 

20. There are many modes of transport, such as ___________ car, underground and motorbike. 

(ELECTRICITY) 

V. Read the passage and choose the best answer to fill in each blank.  

Tel Aviv will be the first city in the world to have a skyTran system. This system will help the city (21) 

________ traffic congestion. Moreover, skyTran will provide a greener, less expensive, faster, and more 

comfortable mode of travel (22) ________ cars and buses. The system has many pods and each pod has two 

seats. Passengers can get a pod by using a smartphone (23) ________. The pods glide along the rails above to 

their destination. The pods run on electricity and can travel at speeds up to 150 mph (24) ________ passengers 

will still have a smooth ride. The system is about 70 m above the ground. The cost is higher than taking a bus 

but lower than taking a taxi. So, many people think it (25) ________ a perfect means of transport to replace 

traditional ones. The USA and many Asian countries are interested in building skyTran networks in the very 

near future. 

21. A. increase B. reduce  C. maintain  D. balance 

22. A. than  B. as   C. that   D. with 

23. A. tool  B. device  C. app   D. website 

24. A. if  B. when  C. whether  D. while 

25. A. is  B. will be  C. has been  D. was 

VI. Read the article and decide which statement is True (T), False (F), Not Given (NG).   

Tet or Lunar New Year is one of the biggest traditional festivals in Vietnam. Vietnamese people often celebrate 

this festival from the end of January to the beginning of February. However, many families start to prepare 

for Tet from the middle of January.  Before this festival, people return home, decorate their houses with 

flowers and make a lot of special foods. Some popular foods on Tet are Banh Chung and Banh Tet. Tet is 

usually between 4 or 6 days. On the first night of Tet, people often set off colorful fireworks and many places 

are very bright with lights. The next four days, many people dress up beautifully in traditional costumes such 

as Ao Dai. They visit their friends and relatives. There are also a lot of interesting ceremonies and 

performances to celebrate the festival. When Tet is over, people return to their daily life to start a happy and 

healthy year.  

26. Lunar New Year is the biggest traditional festival in Vietnam. ________ 

27. People celebrate Tet from the middle of January to the beginning of February.  ________ 

28. You can enjoy a lot of delicious food on Tet. ________ 

29. Lunar New Year lasts for 6 days. ________ 



 

 

30. You can see a lot of lights on the first night of Tet. ________ 

VII. Rearrange the given words to make complete sentences. 

31. taxi / 2100. / buses / I / be / as / spacious / in / hope / will / as 

=> _________________________________________________. 

32. Each / two / people / million / day /, / / join / festival / the / on / streets. / the  

=> _________________________________________________. 

33. learning / environment. / really / the / enjoy / about / I  

=> _________________________________________________. 

34. any/ parents / to/ buy/ new / not/ going/ are/ me / any / my / trainers. 

=> _________________________________________________. 

35. travel / they / get / exhausted / long / if / Passengers / will / distances. 

=> _________________________________________________. 

VIII. You will hear part of a radio programme about money. Mark the sentences TRUE (T), FALSE (F) 

or NOT GIVEN (NG). 

36. Boris never tries to save money.  

37. Boris sometimes checks other shops to see if things are cheaper there.  

38. Boris doesn’t like borrowing money. 

39. His friends sometimes borrow money from him.  

40. When he really needs money, he borrows money from his parents.  

---------------------THE END--------------------- 


